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LONG-PULSE APPLICATIONS OF PIJLSE-FORMINGLINES FOq HIGH-POWER LINAC APPLICATION*+

Robert F. Hoeberling and Paul J. Tallerlco
LOS Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 97S45

X!!!!!w
The ever present demands for high efficiency in the

RF power stations for particle accelerators has caused
increased interest in longer RF pulses (ten’s of micro-
seconds) for linacs such as the Pion Generator for
Medical Irradiation (PIGMI) and Free Electron Laser
(FEL). For either RF power station, a fundamental de-
ctsion is whether to use a modulating anode/hard-tube
driver or pulsed cathode/line-type pulser configura-
tion. The choices in the extremes of low power for
very long pulses or for very-high-power, short pulses
are, respectively, a modulated anode/hard tube mod-
ulator and pulsed cathode/pulse forming line. However,
the demarcation between these two extremes is not
clearcut. The criteria (cost, flexibility performance,
reliability, efficiency) that resulted in the RF sta-
tion definition of these two specific systems will be
described.

Introduction

The choice ofRF power-station design establishes
in large measure the ultimate efficiency in the wave-
type accelerator. The inttial choice of the RF power
station (pulse lengtri,RF drive control, klystron,
average power, etc.) for a particuidr accelerator ap-
plication represents a costly investment in hardware
that is not easily retrofitted. The overall cost of
theRF power station iS a linear combination of the
initial developmental cost, fabrication, and opera-
tional cost over the lifetime of each RF power sta-
tion. Some of the overall costs for an RF power sta-
tion cannot be projected accurately over the useful
lii’eof the device (typically, 200r more years).
These include technician hourly operation costs, com-
ponent replacement costs and useful lifetimes, and
electrical-energycosts. One example of this mcer-
tainty is the costing of vacuum switch tubes that have
seen a four-fold prtce increase, which is double the
inflation rcte. As an initial step in developing a
reasonable RF power station, it fs necess~ry to c>m-
pare thepWChaSe price for the two basic types of RF
power stat~ons that can meet the specifications set by
the particular accelerator application. During the
lastthree months, theRF power stations for two accel-
erators, PIGMI* and FELZ, have been designed. Botn
of these operate at 1300 MHz and have a requirement
for Iong-pulseoperation and the same peak and averege
power. However, after evaluation of both the hard-
tube modulator and pulse=form{ng network (PFN), a
different choice was made for each system.

Discussion

The major specifications for the two RF power sta-
tions are shown in Table 1, The choice of operating
frequencies arises for very different reasons {n the
two systems: the FEL electron accelerator at 1300 MHz
benefits from the reduced size of the accelerating
Structure while remaining compatible wfth existing
electron-injectorpeak currents and dhenstons of the
components to be machined. The PIGMI system requires
a match (with harmonic Injection) of a low-beta
structure for protons produced trrthe radio frequency

*kdorkperformed under the allsplcesof the US
Department of [nergy.
+Mork Suppnrtedby !IationalCancer Institute,
Division of Research Resources and Centers,
Department of Health, Education, andtielfare.

TABLE I
Major RF Power Station Design Specifications

Frequency (MHz) 1300 1300
Pulse length (PS) 68 100
Pulse repetition 30 10
frequency (Hz)

Peak power (MW) 7 7
Average power (kU) 14 7
Amplitude variation ~1/2% +1/2%

(during puls’)

quadruple (RFQ).3~q>1 The first RF band of suitable
klystron; occurs around 400 MHz, and the third harmonic
also is i!ia favorable band for developed and reliable
klystrons.

The haro.tllbemodulator design is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 1. The requirements for high power and
low phase shift during the pulse forced the design to-
ward high volt,~geand massive energy storage in the
ma~n capacitor bank. The alr-insulated bank has four
tiers of cdpacftors, with the voltage resistively
gradeu to ground. The total capacitance tn the bank
of 36 UF results in a 9-uF net capacitance and a
25,3-kJ stored energy. The individual capacitors are
protected from catastrophic failure by a series con-
nected resistor that acts as a fuse in case of an in-
ternal capacitor arc. The res{stor opens and takes
the Capacttor out of service. Me anttclpate that the
high voltage required to meet the power requirement
will severely impact the switch triode lifetime. This
triode will be operated near its absolute voltage and
dissipation ratings. This triode als, Is used on the
LAMPF 805-MHz modulators at 83 kV and l-inspulse
length, Onthe LAt@F line, the expected lifetime is
13 400 filament hours’ for a triode that ts pre-
conditioned on a separate test fixture. Extrapolating
this to the present case, we would estimate the llfe-
time to be reduced by at least a factor of two, bnd
will probably require special selection from the avail-
able tr~odes. Cable failures at thehtgher voltage
also are anticipated to increase, although the low
overall voltage swing (-2%) will help minimize this
problem, The klystron is one of the mo$t vulnerable
componmts in the system; a gun arc presents the oppor-
tunity to discharge the whole capacitor bank energy be-
tween the cathode and one of the uard rings. The

!klystron gun is protected by a tr ggered vacuum-gap
crowbar switch Irtthe high-voltage capacitor bank. A
gun arc is sensedwith a current-viewing transformer
on the current-return line, The current-vlewin trans-

!former is used tominimlze ground loops. The 3 -n re-
sistor in the high-voltage output then allows the bank
energy to Le shunted directly to ground. The gap
swftching 1s very fast typically less than half a
microsecond, The bankls power supply is individually
protected from over-currents; also, the crowbar opens
the Interlock chain to turn off the power supply. The
series high-voltage resistor causes e small, but con-
tinual, (<kbi)loss in the system. Klystron window
arcs and high VSWR a’isoare continually monitored,
These faults can inhibit the trigger pulse when
necessary. The oil-lnsulated ntodulatortank appears
setisfactor for the present volts e end heat load,

0
Iand kee s a 1 of the modulator hfg volts e Inside

!the tan (-3 cubic meters), The overall loor space
requfred for the capacitor room klystron tank arid
klystron is twenty square meters,
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Fig. 1. Hard-tube modulator RF power station.

The PFN approach results in the electrical design
shown in Fig. 2. The klystron cathode is directly pul-
sed by use of a switched, lumped-element, pulse-forming
line through a step-up trmsformer. This approach al-
lows for the use of relati~ely low-voltage (50-kV) ca-
pacitors and a well characterized thyratron. Hhen the
thyratron is triggered by the optical link, a short
occurs at one end of the line. The energy stored in
the line can be regarded as the superposition of two
traveling waves, each of magnitude one-half the charged
voltage, running in opposite directions. The wave
traveling towards th+ transformer causes voltage to
occur on the primary, one transit time after tFe thyra-
tron fires. The wave traveling towards the thyratron
cannot dlsslpate significant energy (shorted condition)
and is reflected back to the transformer. As a result,
the transformer i$ pulsed with a voltag~ of one-half
the intrapulse charged voltage, with a pulse length
twice the electrical length of the llne. The trans-
former tS blftlar wound, so that the klystron heater is
at the same potential as the cathode, and the unit is
Inan 011 tank (-1,5-ma). The transformer Introduces
some ac?dttionalrlsetime to the pulse (approximately

190 AMP
@U41(tR

a microsecond), which is less than a third of the
risettme caused by the pulse-forming line. The pulse
transformer droop is less than 1% over the 100 B~.
This sag can be corrected by the tuning of the pulse
line, and is not a constraint on the pulse shape. The
transformer’s finite risetime (bandwidth) is useful
to the operation of the system. The fast switching of
the thyratron introduces high-frequency noise in the
primary side of the circuit. The transformer then
serves to keep some of the reflections from ringing
back through the circuit. The use of a secondary
winding on the resonant charging choke has been previ-
ously used on the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC)
and has the advantage of keeping the O-Quings circuit
at a few kilovolts, Instead of at the high voltage.
Resonant charging with d{odes has the advantage of not
incurring the 50% energy loss of resistive charging.

The components and specifications of the two sys-
tems have much in convnon;however, the process of de-
tailed destgn has pointed out some significant differ-
ences between the modulated anode/hard tube modulator
and the pulsed cathode/pulse-form{ng lfne.

F4g, 2, Pulse forming network RF power station.
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,. The componel,ts,with the excePtiOn
of th-~see belo,), of the pulse-lice modula-
tor are much more thoroughly developed and tested at
these voltages. The experience of SLAC in testing thy-
ratrons and forcing tube development greatly inproved
the state of technology. One side benefit is that the
only component that showed no increase in cost for the
last four years was the thyratron for the PFN.

Maintainability. This only is estimated, but the
numbe=omponents at high volta e of the pulse-

‘!forming line is smaller (45 vs 100 , and the number of
critical components also is fewer. In the case of the
pulse-line system, the weakest component is the kly-
stron; in the case of the hard-tube modulator, the
weakest component is the switch triode.

cost. The cost for the two systems is itemized
in Ta=II. The major difference in design cost
estimates occurs in the actual hardware cost. Much of
the assembly and checkout cost is very similar.

TABLE 1!
Cost Comparison

Hard-Tube
Modulator PFN
(K$) (K$)

High voltage (de) & assembly 59.9 47.5
High voltage (pulsed) & assembly 64.1 64.5
Klystron drive & frequency
Crowbar

28.5 19.8
17.2

Klystron& magnet fields 135.2 9::;
Electrical &run controls 19.5 18.4
Trigger interlocks 22.8 13.7
Total m $=K

Future versions of both these systems will have much
lower design costs. The philosophy of costing both
systems was to use proven components operating near
the limit of their specifications; modules already
proven by fifteen years of operation at LAMPF were
used when possible.

K1 stron$. In both cases, the klystrons are not
prave~iifi pulse length and 7-MM peak-power out-
put. Each klystron has been tested to the greatest
extent possible with existing hardware, but neither
has worked (or failed) istthese parameters.

W+%Ae ij!%m?:sit%%%i~:!’t’the pu se. ormng-
beingapproximately40% smallerand lighter. n
largemeasure,this is becauseof the more compact
design(and supportstructures)allowedby the
operationat primarily25 to 50 kV, as opposed to
most of the hard-tube modulator being at 150 b.V,

. In large maasure, this is set by
use--35% vs 38%, The overall

modulator efficiencies are not expected to be
substantiallydifferent,

Areasof 1 rovement.
4-

For both systemsthe kly-
stron eve opmen - th~ key issue. The doubling
In efficiencyfor eitherklystronwill substantially
inq)actthe long-termsystemcost, Also, redesigning
the gun of eitherklystronwill substantiallyimprove
reliabilityin long-pulseopuration.

Erntensionto HigherPower. The pulse-forming
line-~ypesystemhas the definiteadvantae here, the

8relevantklystronhavingbeen testedat 3 MU (l4.4-us
Pulse length). If fewer drivers are n~~d~dfor tha

. . .

w“ This includes all the changes to the
opera lng point that occur in a laboratory environment.
The pulse length control is the only major difference
between the two systems and entails a mechanical
change in the case of the pulse-forming line.

Conclusions

The initial costs for these circuits is not sub-
stantially different, although the pulse-forming-line
system is lower in initial cost. OPerating costs also
favor the pulse-formin line, because of the fewer com-

!ponents, and having 01 components except the trans-
former in air. The pulse-forming line was chosen for
PIGMI and permits future increase in the peak power
output to 30 MU. This could ultimately be very cost-
effect~ve to the hospital unit. The hard-tube modula-
tor was chosen for the FEL and will allow for greater
flexibility in laser development.
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